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Fig. 1. Left image: cone of vision modelled with average fixation map, that is an updated version of the
field of view frustum visualisation. Right Image: bi-directional attention cues between two users that are
collaborating on an EDA task.

Mutual awareness of visual attention is essential for collaborative work. In the field of collaborative virtual
environments (CVE), it has been proposed to use Field-of-View (FoV) frustum visualisations as a cue to support
mutual awareness during collaboration. Recent studies on FoV frustum visualisations focus on asymmetric
collaboration with AR/VR hardware setups and 3D reconstructed environments. In contrast, we focus on
the general-purpose CVEs (i.e., VR shared offices), whose popularity is increasing due to the availability
of low-cost headsets, and the restrictions imposed by the pandemic. In these CVEs collaboration roles are
symmetrical, and the same 2D content available on desktop computers is displayed on 2D surfaces in a
3D space (VR screens). We prototyped one such CVE to evaluate FoV frustrum visualisation within this
collaboration scenario. We also implement a FoV visualisation generated from an average fixation map (AFM),
therefore directly generated by users’ gaze behaviour which we call Cone of Vision (CoV). Our approach to
displaying the frustum visualisations is tailored for 2D surfaces in 3D space and allows for self-awareness of
this visual cue. We evaluate CoV in the context of a general exploratory data analysis (EDA) with 10 pairs of
participants. Our findings indicate that CoV is beneficial during shifts between independent and collaborative
work and supports collaborative progression across the visualisation. Self-perception of the CoV improves
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visual attention coupling, reduces the number of times users watch the collaborator’s avatars and offers a
consistent representation of the shared reality.

CCS Concepts: • Human-centered computing → Computer supported cooperative work; Empirical
studies in HCI; Virtual reality; Visual analytics.

Additional KeyWords and Phrases: Field of View frustum visualizations, visual attention cues, VR collaborative
analytics
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1 INTRODUCTION
While immersive collaborative virtual environments (ICVE) are often tailored for highly specialised
tasks and specific hardware setups, a new range of VR productivity software that caters for virtual
office meetings, presentations and general data collaborative applications is becoming available [4, 5,
21, 36, 55]. These applications allow the display of 2D desktop content (i.e., spreadsheets, webpages,
etc.) as 2D surfaces in the virtual environment enabling users to run collaborative meetings in three-
dimensional (3D) shared virtual offices instead of traditional video teleconference formats. Such
general applications broaden the range of possible remote productivity and collaborative scenarios
that can be carried out with low-cost, consumer-oriented popular virtual reality (VR) headsets (e.g.,
Oculus Quest). For example, Cross-virtuality Analytics (XVA) makes use of immersive and visual
analytics, providing collaborative interfaces to support multiple users across the reality–virtuality
continuum as outlined by Fröhler et al. [30] and explored in numerous studies [15, 16, 43, 46, 52,
59, 64, 69]. Further examples of XVA are the works of Cavallo et al. [17, 18], where visual analytics
consist of a general exploratory data analysis task (EDA).Such scenarios are gaining additional
interest because of the COVID pandemic, which limited in-person meetings and presentations and
promoted remote working. While collaboration in an ICVE has been suggested to be as beneficial
as physical co-location [35, 60, 68], it lacks some of the non-verbal communication cues (i.e. gaze
awareness), which enrich in-person collaboration [39]. Mutual awareness of visual focus is an
essential part of collaborative work. It refers to the ability to interpret one another’s focus of visual
attention. In video teleconferencing, many studies (e.g. [49, 78]) convey the importance of gaze
awareness. The ability to effectively communicate one’s focus of visual attention and interpret the
focus of others is necessary during collaborative scenarios as it allows collaborators to coordinate
their focus on a specific feature [20, 71]. Previous studies demonstrate that mutual awareness of
visual focus can impact communication and performance [20, 71].

While representing eye-gaze direction would be the most obvious way to represent visual
attention, most low-cost VR head-mounted displays (HMDs) do not provide eye-tracking. Moreover,
eye-tracking suffers from low accuracy due to calibration errors and the drift of eye-tracking
sensors [41] and the eye traits of different ethnic groups can lead to eye-trackers failures [12].
Limited accuracy in a collaborative scenario may lead to angular displacement that could convey
the wrong information between participants. To support the broadest range of devices and develop
a fallback method for eye-tracking failure, we focus on sharing visual attention modalities that
do not rely on gaze recognition but instead use the head orientation as an approximation of gaze
[6, 45] such as field of view (FoV) visualisations [34, 58, 59].

FoV frustum visualisations were proposed as behavioural cues for collaborative virtual environ-
ments (CVEs) more than 20 years ago by Hindmarsh et al. [34]. They have also been explored in the
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context of mixed reality collaboration, demonstrating the benefits of such visualisations in enhanc-
ing mutual awareness of visual focus among collaborators Piumsomboon et al. [58, 59]. However,
those studies explored asymmetric (AR/VR) benchmark tasks consisting of cooperative search and
placement of virtual objects. Such tasks are important in many collaborative situations but do not
address mutual awareness of visual focus during collaboration in VR offices where collaboration is
symmetric and the data displayed is 2D data (i.e., spreadsheets, web pages, presentations). To the
best of our knowledge, no researches aim to evaluate FoV frustum visualisation in the context of
XVA applications where the observed visualisations are displayed on 2D VR screens. We asked
participants to perform a general EDA task [18] in a symmetric collaborative context (VR/VR),
which is a common real-case scenario of remote working.

Furthermore, previous studies suggested that users should be free to show or hide FoV rep-
resentations or that an intelligent software application should be able to understand when FoV
representations should be shown automatically based on collaborative dynamics [50, 59]. However,
they do not report which collaborative dynamics benefit from the use of such FoV visualisations
and in which cases FoV visualisations disturb or even prevent the completion of a task. To address
this gap, this paper reports on a study designed to identify in which phases of a general collab-
orative EDA task the FoV visualisation is most beneficial. This is so that future applications of
FoV visualisations may support autonomous showing and hiding of FoV frustum visualisations
depending on the phase the collaboration is in.

We propose an alternative visualisation to the FoV frustum, which we call “Cone of Vision” (CoV),
specifically tailored for 2D content displayed as a 2D surface (VR screen) in the 3D environment.
While the FoV represents the whole area or volume where the gaze may be (based on the head
position), there are parts of the FoV where the gaze is more likely to be. Using users’ gaze samples
from a VR dataset by Agtzidis et al. [1], we generated a CoV that represents the area with 70%
probability of containing the users’ fixations, which is about 1

9 the area size of the FoV frustum
depiction. We visualise the CoV by depicting the intersection between the cone and the 2D surface.
This design reduces concerns about the occlusion of the observed data and the size of the FoV [59].
Such a design allows users to observe their own CoV (bi-directional visual cue), which is a feature
that previous research has not explored. Previous visualisation techniques were not prone to FoV
self-perception, only allowing the collaborator to see the FoV (mono-directional visual cue).
We report on a remote user experiment where ten pairs of participants experienced three

conditions within-group: no-CoV, CoV of the collaborator (mono-directional visual cue), and CoV
plus self-CoV (bi-directional visual cue), as illustrated in Figure 3. In each condition, each pair of
participants was asked to perform a collaborative EDA task with the goal of extracting as many
correct insights from a given data visualisation. The environment layout was based on prior works
[17, 26, 43, 69] as outlined in Section 2.4. Our contribution is three-fold and consists in:

• introducing a visual attention cue tailored for 2D VR screens and identifying whether visual
attention cues are beneficial during collaborative EDA tasks and particularly understanding
in which phases they are most useful, extending the work of Piumsomboon et al. [59];

• exploring the benefits of visual attention cues self-awareness by comparing mono-directional
cues (which can be seen only by collaborators) and bi-directional cues ( which can be seen
by both users), extending the work of Jing et al. [39];

• exploring and identifying synergies between laser pointers and CoV extending prior work
on deictic pointing in CVEs [81, 82].

Our results show that the CoV facilitate participants in shifting from independent to collaborative
work. Also, CoV visualisations support collaborative progression across different visualisations
and improve understanding of laser pointing actions. Consistent with previous studies [59], CoV
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Fig. 2. (a) Hindmarsh et al. [34] propose to visualise the FoV frustum as a wireframe (first on the left). (b)
Piumsomboon et al. [59] propose to visualise the FoV frustum shaded (middle). (d) Rather than displaying
the FoV frustum, we propose to display the intersection of a custom calculated cone of vision (CoV) with the
observed data. (c) during our pilot phase we also test a shaded version of the CoV.

visualisation improves mutual awareness of visual attention. Additionally, it enables participants
to achieve the same number of correct insights with a lower cognitive effort. Most importantly, our
results highlight how the novelty of self-perception of the CoV improves visual attention coupling,
reduces the number of times users watch the collaborator’s avatar, and ultimately offers a consistent
representation of the shared environment to participants.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 FoV Frustum Visualisations
FoV frustum visualisations have been proposed as behavioural cues for CVEs over 20 years ago,
first by Hindmarsh et al. [34] and followed by Fraser et al. [29] (Figure 6). Such visualisations
aid collaboration by improving mutual awareness of visual focus among pairs of collaborators
[19, 59]. The graphical representation of the FoV frustum should match requirements related to
the typology of visualised data and the specific tasks/interactions for such applications. The early
studies represented the frustum as a wire-frame shape [29, 34]. In contrast, more recent studies
explored the depiction of the frustum with semi-opaque shaders [8, 59, 61]. There are trade-offs to
these representations. For example, Piumsomboon et al. [59] report problems related to the shader’s
opacity, which were sometimes the cause of visibility problems for users. Furthermore, the FoV size
of VR headsets has also been a cause of concern Piumsomboon et al. [59]. As the FoV size increases
(e.g. the Valve Index has a specified FoV of 130 degrees horizontal), a direct representation of the
FoV could appear ambiguous. [59] Propose to reduce it via trial and error to a size which better
represents the user’s visual attention. In contrast, we use a data-informed approach, which allows
us to reduce the size (as well as to adapt its shape) of the FoV visualisation based on the statistical
density obtained from an average fixation map (section 3.2.3). Piumsomboon et al. [59] suggest that
an intelligent system could autonomously choose when to show or hide FoV frustum visualisations,
based on the detection of collaborative context. However, while suggesting such an idea, the study
does not explore in which phases of collaboration the FoV visualisation should be displayed. To
understand in which stages of our collaborative scenario the FoV frustum visualisation is most
useful, we administer a semi-structured interview and we run a qualitative analysis by coding the
interview transcripts. The outcome of our qualitative analysis allows us to have a clear idea of
which stages of collaboration benefit the most from FoV visualisations (section 4.2).
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2.2 Cost and Limitations of Eye-tracking on VR devices
Depicting the direction of eye-gaze would be the most obvious way to represent visual attention
in collaborative settings [39]. Including eye-tracking technology in HMDs is feasible nowadays
but impacts their prices considerably. For example, at the time of writing the Pico Neo 3 with
eye-tracking costs 50% more than the basic version (699$ to 899$), and the HTC Vive Pro has a
100% increment in the price for the version with an eye-tracker (699$ to 1399$). Because of such
costs differences, HMD devices with eye tracking are not popular in the consumer market. For
example, the number of Virtual reality (VR) headset unit sales worldwide in the 4th quarter of 2019
and 4th quarter of 2020 shows that the vast majority of VR devices sold don’t have eye-tracking
[3]. While such a lack of popularity in the consumer market of HMDs with eye-tracking affects
the potential pool size of participants for a remote VR study during the pandemic, it is plausible
that eye-tracking devices will become cheaper and more popular with time. However, whether
eventually all VR HMDs will have eye-tracking technologies remains questionable. Additional
hardware costs are not the only reason for exploring methods alternative eye-tracking.
Eye-tracking can suffers from low accuracy due to calibration errors and the drift of wearable

eye-tracking sensors [41]. While eye-tracking was used in HCI studies with different purposes
such as selection [62], object manipulation [84], and collaboration [33], previous work shows that
participant data is often discarded due to calibration and tracking issues [2, 7, 25]. Participant
behaviour may cause the eye tracker to slip on the participant’s head, potentially strongly affecting
data quality [51]. Moreover, eyes traits of ethnic groups may affect the accuracy of eye trackers. For
example, a study by [12] shows that Asian participants’ eye-trackers accuracy was worse than that
of African and Caucasian participants. The problems mentioned above affect the accuracy in such
a way that, in a collaborative scenario with dense data visualisation, a small angular displacement
may convey the wrong information between participants.
Indeed, from the studies mentioned above, we deduce that the HCI research community and

VR developers should explore alternative methods to provide visual attention information for
eye-tracker-less VR HMDs and fallback mechanisms when the eye-tracker loses accuracy or fails.

2.3 VR Screens
In the last few years, thanks to the availability of low-cost VR HMDs such as Oculus Quest, several
commercial ICVEs became available [4, 5, 21, 36, 55]. These applications allow the display of standard
2D documents on VR screens in a 3D environment where multiple users can collaborate while
embodied in avatars with the support of laser pointers and sketching tools. These VR applications
replicate the physical offices spaces giving users the ability to load their files from local or cloud
drives. The files supported consist of documents such as power points, excel, videos and web pages.
However, none of these applications implements the FoV frustum visualisations, as noted by Wong
and Gutwin [82]. Similar research ICVE frameworks for collaboration are published in the literature
[17, 18, 24, 43, 64, 83], but only a few implement FoV frustum visualisations. These studies are
tailored for specific asymmetric tasks with specific Mixed Reality (MR) hardware setups. These
tasks mainly consist of collaboration in VR/AR object placement tasks in a static 3D reconstructed
environment [58, 59] or a scene reconstructed in real-time by clusters of RGBD sensors [8].

Such 3D data, asymmetric collaborative scenarios, and specialised hardware do not validate the
use of FoV frustum visualisations in collaborative scenarios with low-cost VR HMDs over 2D data
and generic EDA tasks. As the scenario we propose (i.e., 2D content and low-cost VR headset) has
a potentially broad application, we fill the gap in the literature by conducting a study to explore
FoV visualisation within it. We explore the use of FoV frustum visualisation in VR offices with 2D
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VR screens. Thus, we excluded from our review such XVA works where the visualisation uses the
3rd dimension developed explicitly for the VR environment [15, 16, 46].

2.4 VR Screens Layouts
Environment configuration and 2D panels positions and orientations can be arranged in different
ways in an immersive virtual scenario. Such a setup may affect participants’ perception and thus
impacts the sense-making process as well as the collaboration. Previous works related to HMD
headsets to support everyday computing tasks with desks and keyboards opted towards retaining
a cylindrical display layout similar to the one present on physical working desktops and shaped
accordingly to ergonomic mechanics of eyes and head [47, 56]. This cylindrical layout approach is
also used by applications such as Oculus Infinite Office [48] and has been explored in AR studies
such as in [47, 56]. The works of Google Daydream, when introducing the virtual screen concept,
exploit the idea of screens in a cylindrical contour that gives a less claustrophobic feeling and an
improved parallax effect [31].
When users are not constrained by a desk or a keyboard, for example, if they are standing and

free to move in the space, the optimal layout could change. The work of Satriadi et al. [69] explores
the 3D placement of 2D surfaces for individual tasks related to visualisations mapping. They study
how users arrange the layout of 2D surfaces on 3D space, and their findings highlight how users
tend to prefer semi-spherical and spherical layouts. Further studies by Lee et al. [43] highlight
considerations related to the placement of 2D VR screen in the 3D space when collaborating with
others users. They suggest that when 2D visualisations are placed for collaboration purposes,
participants place them neatly on the wall of the virtual environments. This careful placement
makes the 2D screen content easily visible to others. Moreover, they show that participants can
present their visualisation to others when this wall layout is used. Their findings are consistent
with hybrid reality environments for immersive data analysis such as Cavallo et al. [17], Febretti
et al. [26] in which 2D screens define the walls/boundaries of the environments. Contrary to Lee
et al. [43] which was limited by the physical spaces available to him (which we estimate to be
3m x 3m square room) the Hybrid Reality Environment for Collaborative Information Analysis
used by [17, 26] are cylindrical and therefore more in line with the findings from [69]. Not being
limited by physical space, we designed our virtual environment to match the same size and circular
shape (3 m radius) as the hybrid reality environment [17, 26] as shown in Figure 4. Although [69]
describes the layout as spherical because of the increment in size due to the collaborative context,
the spherical curvature can be approximated to a cylinder.

2.5 Mutual Awareness of Visual Focus
The purpose of an FoV frustum visualisation is to support the awareness of visual focus among
collaborators during collaborative work. Mutual awareness of visual focus is an essential aspect of
collaborative work; in particular, it is a requirement when collaborators need to synchronously
and efficiently explore a data visualisation while agreeing on the interpretation of features (i.e.,
such as during an EDA task) Schneider and Pea [71]. Therefore such exploratory visual analysis
requires participants to be aware of each other’s visual focus. Previous CSCW studies show that
higher mutual awareness of visual focus correlates to higher measures of the perceived quality
of collaboration as well as to higher measures of visual coordination D’Angelo and Begel [20],
Schneider and Pea [71]. One indicator of mutual awareness is visual coordination: this can be
measured by the time a pair of participants concurrently look at the same target (i.e., concurrent
gaze pointing behaviour) [54]. However, in our study, we did not use eye trackers as most low-cost
VR HMD do not feature them. Instead, we use head-tracked behaviour, which has been reported by
several studies as a good proxy for eye movements [10, 57, 79].
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2.6 Self-Awareness of Visual Attention Cues
Gaze behavioural cues have been explored in physical manipulation tasks in an MR setup by
Jing et al. [39]. This study is particularly interesting as it uses a bi-directional approach to the
visualisation of gaze, which is not used in studies that implement the FoV frustum visualisation (e.g,
[59]). Their findings highlight how their visualisation increases gaze awareness and joint focus
(i.e., visual coordination). In addition, they extend previous research by exploring self-awareness
of visual cues. Such exploration leads to interesting results: they report that self-awareness in
gaze visualisations increased confidence and certainty that their gaze location is being accurately
delivered. With our study, we want to understand the impact of self-awareness of FoV visualisation
on confidence and task performances.

2.7 Deictic Pointing
Mutual awareness of visual focus also affects some aspects of communication during collaborative
work. For example, when collaborators perform pointing actions during verbal communication
(e.g, deictic pointing actions), the awareness of the other’s visual focus is an important element.
Awareness of the other’s visual focus can confirm if the pointing action has been seen by the
intended observer and if the target of the pointing action has been understood. Previous work
by Wong and Gutwin [81] outlines four stages of deictic pointing action: mutual orientation,
preparation, production and holding, and mutual understanding. In these four stages, mutual
awareness of visual focus plays an important role both in the mutual orientation phase and the
holding and mutual understanding phase. In the mutual orientation phase, the producer of a gesture
needs to understand if the intended observer will be able to see the gesture and the target of
the pointing gesture. In the holding and mutual understanding phase instead, the producer of a
gesture needs to hold the gesture until he understands that the observer saw the gesture and
understood the correct location of the target. So, mutual awareness of visual focus is a requirement
not only for visual coordination during collaboration but also for aspects related to pointing based
communication during collaborative work.

2.8 Exploratory Data Analysis
EDA is the process of performing an initial analysis of a dataset, with the aim of identifying
interesting patterns and anomalies, elaborating hypotheses and validating assumptions [77]. Such
a general and broad task definition has been chosen as it can be generalised to many types of
datasets and domains. We specifically choose two types of data-sets: Movies [14, 38] and Cars [70]
following the guidelines about the familiarity of the dataset attributes discussed by Saket et al. [67].
To avoid benchmark tasks and to perform a fair evaluation we got inspired by North [53] which
suggests using the insights number and quality as performances ratings.

3 STUDY
The purpose of the study is to validate the proposed CoV design, understand what phases of
collaborative EDA tasks benefit or are affected by the proposed CoV visualisation, and investigate
how the self-awareness of CoV (Figure 3d) affects collaboration. We defined three conditions: a
baseline condition in which no CoV is visualised (Figure 3a), a condition representing the already
explored use of the CoV in which a user can only see the other participant’s CoV but not his own
(Figure 3b mono-directional visual cue) and finally a condition in which each participant can see
the other participant’s CoV as well as his own CoV (Figure 3d bi-directional visual cue).
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(a) No CoV (b) One CoV (red view) (c) One CoV (green view) (d) Two CoV

Fig. 3. Experiment one Conditions. (a) No CoV: participants cannot see any CoV. (b)(c) One CoV: each
participant can see the CoV of the collaborator but not their own. This visual cue is mono-directional as the
collaborator can only see it. (d) Two CoV: participants can see their CoV and the collaborator CoV. This visual
cue is bi-directional as it can be seen both by the user and the collaborator.

3.1 Measures
To compare CoV conditions with the baseline we measured visual coordination and mutual aware-
ness of visual attention. Visual coordination was measured by recording the behaviour of par-
ticipants’ heads and calculating the rate of overlap of their field of view. This reflects how long
participants spent pointing their heads concurrently toward the same target as used in collaborative
studies by Cordeil et al. [19]. To measure how FoV frustum visualisation increases mutual awareness
during the collaborative stages, we also measured a self-reported score of mutual awareness and
attention allocation [11]. In addition, we used the Nasa TLX questionnaire [32] to measure the load
of the task changes across the CoV conditions. We explored how the CoV impacts deictic pointing
actions, we measured mutual understanding of spatial references as well as the number of pointing
actions performed by each participant. We measured mutual understanding of spatial references by
administering an adapted subset of the co-presence questionnaire proposed by Biocca et al. [11].
We examined how the CoV impacts verbal communication by measuring the amount of verbal
communication [19] and the balance of verbal communication across participants [23].
To understand how CoV conditions impact the performances of EDA tasks, we recorded the

number of the insights and classify them by validity North [53]. Participants were instructed to
audio record insights by pressing a button on the controller before verbalising the insight and then
pressing the same button to terminate the recording. All audio recordings were transcribed for
further analysis.Whenever participants mentionmore than one fact extracted from the visualisation,
we split them unless they were comparing two facts or forming an interpretation. We only counted
correct insights for the analysis.

3.2 Apparatus
3.2.1 VR Environment. To keep the application development simple and to avoid noise caused by
differences across VR HMDs, we decided to target only Oculus Quest and Quest 2 headsets. The
selected VR headsets are six degrees of freedom (DoF) and untethered. We selected these headsets
because of their popularity and low retail price. We developed an application for collaborative visual
analysis of 3D data using Unity (version 2018.4.14f1) and the Oculus Unity SDK. The application
enables displaying visualisations on web pages. Also, it allows each participant to join a real-time
session in which other participants’ presence is represented by an avatar provided by the Oculus
Avatar SDK as shown in Figure 4 (e). Each participant in the VR space is free to move in any direction
using the thumbstick controller or physically move using the six DoF of the VR HMD. Avatar
movements are streamed via the network (using the Photon Unity Network API), so their behaviour
(head and hand movements) and position in the virtual space are reproduced with low latency. The
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Fig. 4. Inspired by Hybrid Reality Environment for Collaborative Information Analysis used by Cavallo et al.
[17] image (b) and Febretti et al. [26] image (a) and in line with cross virtually analytics studies Lee et al.
[43] image (d) and Satriadi et al. [69] image (c) we developed an ICVE for the experiment (Sec 2.4). (e) The
ICVE is egocentric and consists of a series of 8 screens which are organised in a cylindrical layout around the
participants defining the boundaries of the space. The image depicts the ICVE in which two participants can
be seen collaborating while trying to complete the exploratory data analysis task. On the base of image (e) is
possible to see a size comparison between previously explored layouts and our virtual space.

application also enables participants to talk to each other using the embedded microphone and
speakers of the VR HMD. Additionally, the setup supports an observer/moderator to be present
(i.e., being heard but not seen) during the VR session. The repository of the VR application can be
found on a public github repository 1.

3.2.2 Data Visualisations. We developed three visualisation views using three different datasets:
Hollywood movie gender bias (Theme A), the success of Hollywood movies (Theme B), and cars
(Theme C). Theme A was inspired by The Bechdel Test [9]- a test that evaluates women presence
in Hollywood movies by asking whether a movie features at least two named women characters
who talk to each other about anything other than men. The data used for theme A was from [14].
Theme B was about the most successful movies of 2019, displaying attributes related to ratings,
financial success and available movie attributes (genre, language, etc..), which was from IMDB
[38]. Lastly, Theme C displayed data about the risk rating calculated by insurance companies for
cars, correlating with general attributes (engine size, fuel type, etc..), which was from UCI machine
learning repository [70].Each theme contained 38 visualisations across the seven screens and one
screen contained a glossary for the terms. Each theme also contained four chart types: scatter plots,
box and whisker plots, histograms, and stacked bar plots. The scatter plot and box and whiskers plot
had one interaction technique that allowed participants to click on items to get textual details (i.e.,
names of movies or details of the boxes). Each dashboard had a consistent number of visualisations
and all visualisations were consistent in size. Captions were added under each visualisation to
explain the visualisation and the labels used. The repository of the visualisations and dataset can
be found can be found on a public github repository 1, and the visualisations are publicly available
on the internet 2.

1https://github.com/Collaborative-Immersive-Visual-Toolkit/ConeOfVision
2https://graphs-for-collaborative-vr.web.app/
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(a) Gaze 360 dataset AFM [1] (b) GIW [40] (c) SGaze [37]

(d) Iso-hypses metaphore (e) 70% PBC to CoV

Fig. 5. (a) (b) (c) shows the eye distribution in the longitudinal and latitude direction, for each dataset
[1, 37, 40] and the amount of eye samples captured by the PBCs generated from [1]. On all three plots, the
x-axes show the longitudinal eye angle and on the y-axes the latitudinal eye angle. (d) shows the iso-hypses
metaphor where gaze probability is represented as the elevation while the contour is extracted like an iso-
hypses. (e) From the identified percentile base contour (PBC) of 70% of the dataset [1], we generate a 3D
cone of view.

3.2.3 Cone of Vision. To generate our CoV, we created an average fixation map (AFM) [75] using
users’ gaze samples from a VR Dataset recorded by Agtzidis et al. [1]. The dataset contains 14
participants watching 360 videos in a VR headset. To generate the average fixation map, we
converted all gaze coordinates from a global coordinate system to a head based coordinate system,
which represents the latitude and longitude angles that the eye’s direction in head coordinates
(Figure 5a). The average fixation map is a good approximation of the probability density function
(PDF) because of the high number of fixations contained in the dataset. We used PDF approximation
to generate percentiles-based contours (PBC). Therefore, the procedure to extract the PBC at the
selected percentile uses the PDF gradient to prioritise the areas that have a higher probability of
fixations and stop when the count of gaze samples reaches the right percentile. This procedure
can be compared to the extraction of iso-hypes from ground elevation information where the iso-
hypes are the PBCs, and the elevation information is the gaze probability (as shown in Figure 5d).
The contour shape is therefore generated from the data distribution rather than arbitrary chosen
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(a) 70% CoV compared to the Oculus Quest
FoV

(b) the visualised contour (conic curve)
changes based on the angle of incidence of
the cone with the data

Fig. 6. (a) For comparison, we show the OculusQuest FoV which consists instead of a ~100° on the longitudinal
and a ~100° on the latitudinal. (b) shows how the depicted intersection (green contour) changes according to
the angle between the head and the 2D screen.

like in previous FoV visualisations studies [58]. PBC extraction is performed using the library
"matplotlib"3. After a geometric down-sample, each contour is reduced to a sequence of 20 points
with two coordinates. Such percentage-based contours effectively represent the probability of the
gaze location in a movement agnostic and context agnostic way. Based on the extracted PBC, we
generated our 3D cone Figure 6a. The 3D cone is static in shape but follows the head direction of
the user. The 3D cone is not visualised in the ICVE; instead, when the generated cone intersects
any of the 2D surfaces present in the scene, we visualise such cone-plane intersection, which is a
conic curve. We allow only closed conic, and any open conic is closed automatically by following
the edges of the 2D screen. Such a conic depends on the angle between the head (cone) direction
and plane (as shown in Figure 6b). The intersection is visualised as an elliptically shaped polyline
where the colour depends on the user casting the cone. The size of the CoV is 1

9 of the Oculus FoV
(Figure 6a).

As the CoV is generated from datasets where participants were watching panoramic videos in VR
[1] there might be important deviations from contours generated from user tests with different tasks
and contexts. To understand how well our contours capture visual attention from other scenarios,
we evaluate them across two other datasets, one from Hu et al. [37] and the second from Kothari
et al. [40]. SGaze dataset contains visual attention data of participants doing a free exploration of a
virtual scene with a 6 degree of freedom (DoF) VR HMD [37]. The Gaze in the Wild dataset (GIW)
instead contains visual attention data of participants performing everyday tasks while wearing a
mobile eye tracker [40]. We extract three PBC (90%, 70%, 50% as shown in Figure 5a) generated
from the PDF of the 360 video dataset [1] and we evaluated how much data from GIW and SGaze

3https://matplotlib.org/
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Fig. 7. (a) In the first experiment 12 pairs of participants experience both experimental conditions: Absence
of CoV / presence of collaborator CoV / presence of CoV as well as the presence of own CoV (b) Experimental
procedure.

they capture. Results show that our PBC captures in SGaze a very similar amount of data (91%, 75%,
51% as shown in Figure 5c), as well for GIW (85%, 69%, 51% as shown in Figure 5b). The repository
of the code used to extract the PCB and evaluate them across the dataset can be found on a public
github repository 4.

3.2.4 Pilot. While the motion range of the eyes is approximately 50° in any direction for a healthy
adult [28], it has been found that they rarely rotate beyond 30° relative to the head [42, 76] and
a more comfortable amplitude to observe targets is within 15°[65]. Eyes amplitudes are above
15° during head shifts, instead, lower amplitude matches static target observations [73]. Thus, we
searched for the contour that best represents the visual attention that matches the comfortable eye
position while observing static targets. Our pilot study involved 3 pairs of participants from our
department. We gave participants the option to choose the PBC (90%, 70%, 50%) that best depicted
the focus of their visual attention. Participants preference excluded the 90%and 50% PBC because,
for the first, they felt it was not focused enough, and for the latter, because they felt that often their
visual focus was outside the depicted area. The identified PCB is the one that matched 70% of the
data. Consistently with previous works, such PCB is closer to the 15° horizontal eye amplitude,
which was outlined as the comfortable eye position. In addition, we tested a 3D representation of
the CoV (Figure 2 (c)), assigning transparency of 10% to the lateral surface of the cone. However,
such a semi-transparent structure made it harder for the participants to see the data. We did not
test the solutions suggested by Hindmarsh et al. [34], Piumsomboon et al. [59] as shown in Figure 2
(a-b), because the size of the FoV was greater than the already excluded 90% PBC shown in Figure 6.

3.3 Participants
Across 90 days we recruited 20 participants (6 women,MAge = 30.5, SDAge = 5.9) online via a number
of platforms. We advertised the study on Oculus Quest 2 public Facebook group 5, Oculus subreddit
community pages 6, XR Distributed Research Network XRDRN7, and Prolific8. We selected these
platforms to target a population interested in VR and could potentially benefit from the CoV feature.
We performed a screening with the following inclusion criteria: owning or having access to an

4https://graphs-for-collaborative-vr.web.app/
5https://www.facebook.com/groups/oculusquest2
6https://www.reddit.com/r/oculus/
7https://www.xrdrn.org/
8https://www.prolific.co/
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Oculus Quest 1 or 2 (since we run the study remotely), full proficiency in spoken English, and
normal or corrected to normal vision.
Nine participants declared to be heavy VR users, five moderate users, and six to be occasional

users. Seventeen participants used Oculus Quest 2 and three participants used Oculus Quest 1. An
additional requirement was to be familiar with the chart type we used for the EDA, which consisted
of histograms, bar plots, stacked bar plots, and scatter plots. We measured chart familiarity with a
preliminary screening questionnaire that contained binary responses (yes or no). All participants
had at least a bachelor’s degree. Participants received a voucher equivalent of 20$ for a 90 min
study. As an incentive, we encouraged participants to perform their best to receive a bonus voucher
equivalent of 30$ given to the pair of participants that reported the highest number of valid insights.
Moreover, we encouraged participants to collaborate by mentioning that the chance of winning the
bonus is shared between the pair, and therefore, each insight reported should be double-checked
with the other participant.

3.4 Study Design
The study follows a within-group design, with three conditions (Figure 7). Participants were em-
bodied in an avatar and used a hand pointer to reference the observed dataset. We counterbalanced
the order of the conditions to avoid participant learning effects biasing the study results. Also, we
counterbalanced the order of the visualisation themes (Section 3.2.2) used in each condition to
avoid any difference in data complexity biasing the results.

3.5 Procedure
Participants had to fill out a screening questionnaire before joining the study. We contacted
participants via email to gain their consent and arrange a time for the study. We carried the
experiment remotely using both web conference and the VR application developed. We started the
study with a web conference to give an overview of the study procedure and the three visualisation
themes. Next, we asked participants to perform an EDA task, which is extracting insights from
the displayed visualisations. We provided participants with examples of valid insights. Next, we
explained how to move in the virtual environment, record insights, and use the hand pointer. Once
instructions were clear, participants were asked to wear the Oculus Quest, connect to the virtual
environment, and start the collaborative task. Between each VR trial (i.e., experimental condition),
we asked participants to complete the mutual awareness questionnaire, task load, and usability
questionnaire (Table 1). At the end of the experiment, we conducted semi-structured interviews
with each pair of participants. In the interviews, participants were asked to report cases in which
the CoV helped with the assigned task and cases where it did not (table 4.2). The total time spent
on the experiment lasted between 1 hr and 7.3 min and 1 hr and 32.7 min (M = 1 h 20 m, SD =
12.7) and the trial duration lasted between 10 min and 16 min (M = 13 m, SD = 3m). The stop
condition was reached when participants declared to have completed the work (i.e. saturation of
insights ) or when the time was up (13 minutes) and urged them to complete the last insights (i.e.
time limitation). This study has been approved by the UCL Interaction Centre (UCLIC) Research
Department’s Ethics Chair.

4 RESULTS
4.1 Statistical Analysis
To analyse the collected data, we performed Friedman tests across the three experimental conditions.
Significance was set at 0.05, and the Nemenyi test was used for post-hoc analysis where required.
In summary, we found significant differences in the average overlap of CoV (Figure 8c), workload
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Table 1. Questionnaires

Between conditions questionnaire
Mutual awareness
of visual focus

Q1: I was often aware of the other visual focus in the environment Likert scale
agreement 7Q2: The other was often aware of my visual focus in the environ-

ment
Mutual
understanding of
spatial references

Q3: I understood the exact location of the other’s spatial references Likert scale
agreement 7

Q4: The other often understood the exact location of my spatial
references

Embodiment
Q5: I watched the other participant’s avatar to understand what
they were doing

Likert scale
frequency 7

Q6: The other person watched my avatar to understand what I
was doing
Q7: I spoke Face to face with the other’s avatar

Nasa TLX Q7-Q13 [32]
System Usability
Scale

Q13-Q23 [22]
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Fig. 8. Behavioural/Questionnaires Results

(Nasa TLX) (Figure 8b), self-reported mutual awareness of visual focus (Figure 9b, Figure 9a),
self-reported mutual understanding of spatial references (Figure 9c, Figure 9d), and embodiment
usage (Figure 9f, Figure 9e).

4.1.1 Visual Coupling. Visual coupling (Figure 8c and Table 2) is a measure of visual coordination,
giving us an idea of how visually synchronised the two participants were throughout the experi-
mental condition. The measure is expressed in a unit scale where 1 means that their head direction
was perfectly synchronised and 0 means they never pointed their head towards the same target.
As shown in Figure 8c results show a significant difference in visual coupling between No CoV
(MNoCoV = 0.34 , SDNoCoV = 0.07) and Two CoV (MTwoCoV = 0.4 , SDTwoCoV = 0.08). Therefore, the
presence of the two CoVs lead to a significant 4% increment in visual synchronisation in the field
of view overlap compared to no CoV.
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Table 2. Statistical Analysis

Friedman test Nemenyi test
Chi-Square p-value condition p-value

(a) Visual coupling 14.4645 0.0285* No CoV, One CoV 0.0781
No CoV, Two CoV 0.0144*
One CoV, Two CoV 0.9974

(b) Nasa TlX overall score 9.0 0.0111* No CoV, One CoV 0.0141*
No CoV, Two CoV 0.0093**
One CoV, Two CoV 1.0

(c) Number of insight reported 4.16 0.124 - -
(d) Speaking time 6.9905 0.033 - -
(e) Pointer Usage 26.6 0.774 - -
(f) System Usability Scale Overall score 15.0052 0.0257 - -

* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001

4.1.2 NASA TLX Overall Score. We analyse the NASA TLX overall score (unweighted version [32])
by performing a Friedman test 𝜒2 = 9.0, p = .0111. Since the resulting p-value is significant, we
compare each condition with a post-hoc test (Nemenyi). The test shows a significant difference
between No CoV (MNoCoV = 0.5 , SDNoCoV = 0.07) and One CoV (MOneCoV = 0.42 , SDOneCoV = 0.07)
and between No CoV and Two CoVs (MTwoCoV = 0.42 , SDTwoCoV = 0.07), but no significant difference
between One CoV and Two CoVs. Therefore, the overall Nasa TLX value of the No CoV is statistically
higher than the One CoV condition and the Two CoVs condition. The presence of the CoV leads to
a 5% reduction in the reported task load (see Figure 8b and Table 2).

4.1.3 Number of Insights Reported. We collected 164 insights reported by pairs of participants
and statistically compared them by condition. The analysis of the results did not highlight any
significant difference across the experimental conditions as shown in (Figure 8d, Table 2).

4.1.4 Speaking Time. Verbal communication is an essential part of collaborative dynamics [19].
Using the HMD’s microphones, We measured the amount of time participants spent speaking, to
see if the experimental conditions affect in any way how much participants communicate. Our
results show no significant differences across conditions (Figure 8a and Table 2).

4.1.5 Pointer Usage. We measured the number of pointing actions that participants performed
during the trial. The analysis did not highlight any significant difference across the experimental
conditions (Figure 8e and Table 2).

4.1.6 System Usability Scale. We analysed the System Usability Scale overall score [44]. The
analysis did not highlight any significant difference across the experimental conditions (Figure 8f
and Table 2).

4.1.7 Mutual Awareness of Visual Focus (Q1 and Q2). As part of the questionnaires, we asked
participants to rate with a 7 point Likert scale (0 to 6) the following statements Q1 I was often aware
of the other visual focus in the environment (Table 1 and Figure 9a), and Q2 The other was often aware
of my visual focus in the room (Table 1 and Figure 9b). We analysed the variance with a Friedman
test, and since the resulting p-value is significant, we compared each condition with a Nemenyi test
(Table 3). The presence of the CoV leads to an increment of the perceived awareness of visual focus
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from undecided/slightly agree to agree/agree strongly. In particular, we can say that the increment
is stronger for the two CoVs (i.e., self-aware CoV) conditions for both Q1 and Q2.

4.1.8 Mutual Understanding of Spatial References (Q3 and Q4). As part of the questionnaires, we
asked participants to rate the following statements Q3 The other often understood the exact location
of my spatial references (Table 1 and Figure 9d) and Q4 I understood the exact location of the other’s
spatial references (Table 1 and Figure 9c). We analysed the variance with a Friedman test Q3 and
Q4, since the resulting p-value is significant, we compared each condition with a Nemenyi test
(Table 3). The perception of being understood shows an increment only for the One CoV condition
while the perception of understanding the other increment equally whenever the CoV is used.
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Fig. 9. Questionnaires answers

4.1.9 Embodiment (Q5 and Q6). As part of the questionnaires, we asked participants to rate the
following statements Q5 The other person watched my avatar to understand what I was doing (Table 1
and Figure 9d) and Q6 I watched the other participant’s avatar to understand what they were doing
(Table 1 and Figure 9c). We analysed the variance with a Friedman test for Q5 and Q6, and since the
resulting p-value is significant for both, we compare each condition with a Nemenyi test (Table 3).
When Two CoVs are present (i.e., self-aware CoV), we registered a decrement in how much the
participant self-report observing the other avatar to understand what the collaborator is doing.
Simultaneously we registered a decrement in how much participants perceived the collaborator
observing their avatar.

4.2 Qualitative Analysis
The post-experiment semi-structured interviews were audio-recorded and fully transcribed. We
coded all transcriptions; codes were initially drawn from research questions and then supplemented
with those from the interviews. We group the 42 codes into 4 themes; we report these themes in
each of the following subsections.

4.2.1 The Cone of Vision Increases Mutual Awareness . The ability to see each other’s CoV increases
participants’ mutual awareness of visual attention compared to the condition in which the CoV
is not present. This means that they can follow each other better when moving their attention
from one visualisation to another; they were also able to better switch between collaborative and
individual work. Helped pacing collaborative analysis: Participants found that seeing the other‘s
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Table 3. Statistical Analysis of Questionnaires

Friedman test Nemenyi test
Chi-Square p-value condition p-value

Q1: I was often aware of the other 18.0476 0.0001*** No CoV, One CoV 0.0042**
visual focus in the environment No CoV, Two CoV 0.0020**

One CoV, Two CoV 0.1797
Q2: The other was often aware of 15.6 0.0004*** No CoV, One CoV 0.0163**
my visual focus in the room No CoV, Two CoV 0.002**

One CoV, Two CoV 0.1605
Q3: I understood the exact location 12.4615 0.0019** No CoV, One CoV 0.0052**
of the other’s spatial references No CoV, Two CoV 0.0074**

One CoV, Two CoV 0.9141
Q4: The other often understood the exact 6.8205 0.033* No CoV, One CoV 0.0122*
location of my spatial references No CoV, Two CoV 0.1006

One CoV, Two CoV 0.3804
Q5: I watched the other partecipant’s 12.1333 0.0023** No CoV, One CoV 0.3822
avatar to understand what they were doing No CoV, Two CoV 0.0042**

One CoV, Two CoV 0.0112*
Q6: The other person watched my avatar 10.1052 0.0257* No CoV, One CoV 0.3822
to understand what I was doing No CoV, Two CoV 0.0049**

One CoV, Two CoV 0.0308*

* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001

CoV was beneficial to pace the progression of their collaborative analysis. Since participants can
independently choose to focus on the same area or focus on different areas, they may split up
without both being fully aware of that. For example, one of the two participants could move to
another area without notifying the other participant, which leads to one of them being behind
without being aware of the split. On the contrary, one might move to another area expecting
the other to follow him. Participants reported that when the CoV was present they would not
unknowingly split: “it was useful to see where the other would progress... because I could see sort of
when P9 vision started to move on to the next series of graphs [P10]”, “If we were doing the same thing
and he’d moved on I don’t know if I would have caught it straight away without CoV [P15]”.

The CoV plays an important role in enabling participants to keep their attention coupled.In other
words, CoV’s presence helped avoid splitting attention because of the lack of communication. The
CoV allows participants to be aware of the other person’s head movement. Therefore, participants
are able to know if the other person was following their progression to the next visualisation. In
fact, participants overwhelmingly reported how the benefit of the CoV consisted of being able
to follow each other during collaboration: “I was following his CoV more than I was following his
pointer [P8]”, “I found the CoV useful in terms of continuing to make sure that we were focusing on the
same visualisation [P9]”.

Beyond showing vision spatial attention, CoV notifies when visual attention is shifting: “ it was
useful for two things: be on the same page . . . but also to pace us in moving so not just the position
but also the movements of the cone vision was a useful signal [P12]”, “. . . if I started talking about
something I could tell her CoV moved towards mine [P14]”. Such comments highlight how the CoV is
different from the pointer because it is implicit therefore showing behavioural clues which would
not normally be deliberate. In particular, some participants reported that such progressions to the
next charts were happening without verbally discussing them: “On some occasions at least I felt
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compelled to look at the same group of graphs that P2 was looking at even if we weren’t already talking
about them or we did not already discuss to look at those [P3]”.
Participants further reported that such synchronous pacing and progression of their visual

attention across the visualised data happened without having to rely on the user embodiment: “I
didn’t understand if I didn’t look at his avatar unless I had the cone [P10]”, “seeing his CoV moving
without having to turn and interpret the direction of their avatar made it easier to keep the same
pace [P6]”. While to observe the other’s CoV depiction, a user keeps facing the data, to observe the
collaborator’s embodiment, a user needs to look away from the data. Therefore, the CoV allows
one to be aware of the other without turning away from the observed data.
Facilitate switching from independent to collaborative work : Participants found that seeing the

other’s CoV was helpful when switching from independent to collaborative work. During the
collaborative session, participants sometimes divided their attention to focus on different goals
and then returned to a shared visual context and collaborated towards a common goal. When
switching back to collaborative work, the CoV allowed the participant to understand where the
other’s visual attention was without interpreting the other’s embodiment (i.e., interpreting the
other head direction). "when I was looking at something where P1 wasn’t looking then I would know
that the CoV would help him to actually get on my field of view" [P2], "I think it was useful when I
was looking at the glossary and P8 was looking at a visualisation then I could jump exactly to that
visualisation that he was on" [P9], "like I said to be able to turn around and go like oh that’s the
direction that he’s looking at" [P13], "I found the cones was helpful to realign our focus" [P6].
The visual cone depiction, therefore, removed the necessity of looking at the other person’s

avatar as well as removed any ambiguity about the collaborator’s head direction: "instead of looking
at him and tried to triangulate you know I was looking only the cone"[P9], "I didn’t have to like look at
his avatar and then figure out I could just turn and then I’d see it already and my attention would then
gravitate towards that" [P7].

4.2.2 CoV specificity and hand pointer. Participants found that sometimes the CoV was not specific
enough: the CoV provided the general direction of the visual attention but not its exact location. In
other words, they highlighted how the CoV shows the general area: "the cone told me what graph"
[P1], "was useful to highlight the graph I was on" [P6], "I knew which window and graph the other
was" [P8]. While the pointer would highlight a specific feature: "... while the pointer told me which
column of the plot" [P1], ".. but then again, I would use the pointer to increase the focus" [P6], "...buy to
point out the particular result I wanted to talk about I had to be more specific" [P8].
While elaborating on the problem of specificity, participants highlighted how the eyes move

independently from the head, therefore, underlying how the CoV may only partially represent
the location of the gaze, "I move my eyes without moving my head so sometimes there was quite a
disconnect between the CoV and my gaze"[P7], "it obviously was following tracking of my head rather
than my eye " [P3]; some participants even mentioned eye-tracking as a feature to increase the
specificity of the visual clue: "if you had eye-tracking and you could pinpoint clearer where exactly in
the graph I was looking that would be a bit better" [P8].
Participants also mentioned how the size of the cone (and therefore its specificity) changes

depending on their distance from the observed data. When far away from the data visualisations,
the cone does feel not informative “ . . . the cone wasn’t always representative of the graph that I was
looking at because I was so far back and the cone was so big [P8]”. However, when moving closer the
size of the CoV felt more specific/accurate: “to show that I was looking at a particular boxing whisker
or a particular histogram bar I moved forward to narrow the radius [P10]”. Sometimes participants
used locomotion to just to make the cone smaller by moving closer to the data. However, when
they felt the CoV was not precise enough, most participants used the hand pointer, e.g.: “I would
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use the pointer rather because that was more focused” [P1], or “I would use the pointer to increase the
focus” [P6]. Participants also highlighted that the familiarity with the hand pointer made it easy
to use: “everybody knows the pointer, so it was in general fantastic [P5]”, “when like in meetings I’m
often using a laser pointer [P8]”.

While participants reported using the hand pointer when the cone was not specific enough, they
also reported that they used the hand pointer less than in the case in which CoV was not visible.
“We used the pointer more in the first one because we didn’t have the CoV [P12]”,” we still used it to
point out the details absolutely but we used it much much less because we didn’t need to [P6]”,”we
didn’t have to use the laser pointer every two seconds [P4]”, “we would not use the hand pointer a lot
[P15]”, “I used the pointer less or at least like the impression [P7]”.

In addition, they reported using the pointer more when their own cone was not visible to them:
“I used the pointer more for that last one [no CoV condition] to give more of an indication of where I’m
looking at even though P4 could see where I’m looking at [P8]”. “When I could not see my cone, I wasn’t
sure what the other could see so I used the pointer more to make sure he would understand me [P7]”

4.2.3 The self-awareness of CoV offers a consistent shared representation. In the self-awareness
of the CoV condition, participants reported that they had a better perception of what the other
collaborator would see; this allowed them to rely more on the CoV as a behavioural cue. On the
contrary, in the other conditions they were unable to clearly depict what the other participant
could see: for example, two participants highlighted that because they could not see their own
CoV they felt they used the pointer more to make sure the other participant understood what
they were talking about: “.. I knew the other could see my CoV, however because I could not see it
I would use the pointer more.. [P13]”, “ ..because we could not see our own cone, we could not rely
upon it that much [P15]”. Another example consisted of two participants being confused by the
experimental condition in which their own CoV was not visible. Despite having explained the
different experimental conditions to participants in the instructions, two participants believed
that because they could not see their own CoV neither their collaborator could see it: “in the first
condition I thought only my collaborators CoV was visible, it took me a while to realise the other could
see mine [P2] ”, ”..yes at the beginning I did not realise my cone was visible, for me it’s easier to have a
shared reality, so that if he sees my cone I can see it as well so that both cones of vision can be seen
[P7]”. Essentially a consistent representation of the shared reality leaves no doubts.

4.2.4 Confusion and distraction caused by the CoV. If both CoVs are visible, participants can be
confused about the ownership of the CoV. To clear their own doubt, participants moved their heads
or memorised the colour of their CoV. Participants reported: “I was a little bit confused which one
was mine and which one was hers and I had to move my head [P10]”, “I was relying on the colour of
the CoV I didn’t have any problem distinguish the two of them [P8]”, “got a bit confused because I
forgot which color I was [P5]”, “mine always moved with me so it was difficult to get confused [P9]".
One participant found that the collaborator’s CoV may distract the collaborator when they are

explicitly engaged with the same dataset: “In that case, I already knew where we were. When we
were already looking at the same data and we’re talking explicitly about it, so it was for me sometime
distracting [P8]”. Participant also reported that CoV overlapping occurred even if this was negligible:
“the only time that it would overlap is it just when I wasn’t paying attention or something like that but
it never was the case [P3]”, “I mean when we had both our CoV things showing up even in the surveys
when I mentioned if it was overlap certain data points it never happened really [P6]”, “I don’t think it
ever got in the way for me... maybe there was a couple of points where the outline of it was overlap
a part of the graph I wanted to look at in which case I just moved my head slightly and so it was it
wasn’t like practically an issue at all [P12]”, “The cone never got in the way of what I was doing [P10]”.
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5 DISCUSSION
When the CoV was present, we measured an increment of the awareness of the collaborator’s visual
attention. Such an increment is more pronounced for the two CoV conditions (Figure 9a ). The
number of reported insights stayed equal across conditions (Figure 8d) however in the conditions
in which the CoV was present the task required a lower cognitive load (Figure 8b, section 4.1.2).

The qualitative analysis offers some explanation for the reduction in cognitive load: we see that
the increased awareness of visual focus is most useful when participants switch from individual
work to collaborative work (section 4.2.1) and when pacing progression across visualisations
(section 4.2.1). CoV visualisations facilitate these two tasks by removing the need of checking and
interpret the collaborator avatar’s head’s direction. The effort saved by users explains the decrease
in the overall cognitive task score.
However, the qualitative analysis also highlights how this increment in awareness of visual

attention relates only to the general direction of visual attention rather than its focus (section
4.2.2). To overcome such a lack of focus, participants either used the hand pointer or, in very few
cases, moved closer to the displayed data to narrow the CoV (section 4.2.2). In fact, we see that
the CoV did not influence the laser pointing behaviour during collaboration (section 4.2.2), even if
participants perceived to use the pointer less (section 4.2.2).

5.1 Cone of Vision and Collaboration Phases
Piumsomboon et al. [59] suggest that an intelligent system could autonomously choose when to
show or hide FoV frustum visualisations based on the detection of collaborative context. However,
the previous literature does not explore which phases of collaboration the FoV visualisation should
display while suggesting such an idea. Our study identifies three principal collaboration phases
during EDA that appear to benefit from CoV visualisations. The first phase consists of switching
from independent to collaborative work. A context-aware system could, therefore, temporarily
display the CoVs when it detects one participant joining the other for collaborative work. The
second phase consists of pacing progression across the visualisations and essentially means the
negotiation phase in which participants choose to move to the subsequent visualisation on the
displayed dataset. In this case, again, an intelligent system could temporarily display the CoVs
when it detects one participant moving to the next visualisation/ next screen. The third phase
consists of displaying the CoV when a laser pointing action is performed by one of the participants.
In this case, again, an intelligent system could temporarily display the CoVs when a laser pointing
action is performed. In this case, the producer of the pointing gesture will be able to understand if
the laser pointer is seen or not by the collaborator.

5.2 Cone of Vision Self-Awareness (bi-directional visual attention cue)
Our results also highlight certain benefits concerning the CoV’s self-awareness (i.e., Two CoV
conditions, bi-directional method Figure 3d). The statistical analysis of the questionnaire responses
shows that when participants could see their CoV they reported watching the other avatar less
than in the other two conditions (Figure 9e). These results show that CoV self-awareness makes
participants feel their collaborator understands what they are doing without watching their avatar.
Statistical analysis of questionnaires also shows that participants reported being watched less by
their collaborator (Figure 9f) in the self-awareness of CoV condition (i.e., two CoVs conditions).
These second results show that they watch the other avatar less in the two CoVs conditions than in
the other experimental conditions. Qualitative analysis gives us an insight into why self-awareness
of CoV impacts how participants perceived the other one, even if his/her own CoV movements
are untangled from the other. One possible explanation is that the CoV perceived reliability is
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correlated with CoV self-awareness (section 4.2.3). Qualitative analysis confirms our hypothesis
that is an extension of Jing et al. [39] from gaze visualisations to FoV visualisations (Section 2.6).
Self-awareness of CoV ended up creating a more consistent representation of the shared reality in
which both participants see laser pointers and CoVs. Such a representation led to relying more on
the CoV visual feedback in general. CoV’s self-awareness reduces the number of times participants
needed to check each other embodiment. Our results highlight a second benefit concerning the Two
CoVs ( i.e., CoV’s self-awareness), for which we measured a statistically significant 4% increase in
visual coupling (Figure 8c, section 4.1.1). Participants spent more time pointing their heads toward
the same data when they could see their own CoVs (i.e., approximately 15s on a 6 min task time).
Both the qualitative analysis and questionnaires analysis give us ideas about how the CoV’s self-
awareness caused an increment in visual coupling. The questionnaire’s statistical analysis shows us
that in the two cones of vision, the need of checking the collaborator’s avatar to understand what
is doing is lower (Figure 9e). The time saved by avoiding checking and interpreting the collaborator
avatar during EDA progression could be the reason for the increment in head direction overlap. By
comparing mono-directional (i.e. One CoV) and bi-directional (i.e. Two CoVs) of visual attention
cues we are able to outline the benefits of the second compared with the first and therefore we
extend the work of Jing et al. [39].

5.3 Deictic Pointing
An important implication for design is that when integrating the CoV in applications, it should not be
considered a replacement for pointing. Our results highlight that CoV and laser pointing complement
each other, especially during deictic pointing. Indeed, when CoV was present, participants reported
that their understanding of spatial references, either verbal or pointing actions, improved with the
use of CoV in particular in the conditions of self-awareness of CoV (Figure 9d, section 4.1.9). We
can explain such increment because the CoV is a continuous spatial reference (i.e., continuously
depicting the general area of visual attention). As such, the CoV also supports a specific phase of
hand pointing gestures. Indeed, Wong and Gutwin [81] described how awareness of visual focus
plays a role in the different phases of deictic pointing actions (see also 2.7). The CoV supports
deictic pointing actions by enabling the producer of the gesture to evaluate if the observer will be
able to see it (i.e., collaborators CoV over the gesture’s intended target). Additionally, the CoV can
support the holding phase of deictic pointing: consisting in holding a pointing gesture until the
intended observer has seen it (i.e., laser pointer within observe’s CoV). The benefit, in this case, is
for the producer of a gesture which is able to understand if a gesture will be seen or has been seen
without looking at the observer’s avatar or hearing a verbal confirmation from the observer.

5.4 Remote VR studies difficulties
COVID-19 pandemic imposed many VR researchers to shape their experiment workflows to be run
remotely. These changes come with several difficulties; for example, researchers need to leverage
consumer equipment [74]. On the other hand, there are opportunities, such as developing new
toolkits for remote VR experiments [13, 27, 80] and social VR platforms methodologies for remotely
running VR studies [63, 66]. However, in our study, we could not use VR social platforms due to
the limitation of data serialisations [66]. Our choice did not take advantage of the easy enrolment
achieved in VR social platforms, and we registered a high number of no-shows. Non-attendance
(no-shows), is a real problem in-lab studies, and remote studies are known to be affected by even
higher rates than in-person experiments [72]. Moreover, by using popular low-cost consumer VR
HMDs, we managed to run the remote experiment at the cost of a limited data type collection as
the eye-tracking capabilities were missing.
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6 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK
While currently, eye trackers can fail due to slippage, spectacles, calibration errors, eye traits of
different ethnic groups, this problems may eventually be solved. In the same way, in the years to
come, eye sensors might quickly become standard in commercial headsets, which could negate the
innovation of CoV as a first choice visualisation method. This could be a limitation for our method,
even if we can not be sure that all VR HMDs in the future will include an eye-tracker. A future
follow-up study could explore the asymmetric collaborative visual attention cues between eye-
tracker-less HMDs (CoV/FoV visualisations) and eye-tracking-ready HMDs (gaze visualisations).
Moreover future work could compare compare performances of head based visual cues (CoV/FoV)
and Gaze based visual cues in symmetric tasks.
Since XVA’s purpose is to exploit visual analytics for seamless integration between different

interfaces, another possible follow-up could involve multiple asymmetric scenarios such as HMDs
with or without mixed reality capabilities and desktop settings. In this context, we could also explore
a comparison of performances with desktop settings (teleconference settings with gaze-awareness).

Another possible limitation of our work relates to the observed data. We designed our experiment
to be carried out in an environment where 2D data is displayed on 2D surfaces oriented in 3D space
and ordered to form a egocentric and cylindrical room layout [17, 26, 43, 69]. A radically different
configuration or a 3D visualisation (e.g., 3D reconstructed environment or a 3D scatter-plot, etc.. )
might return entirely different results. In these cases of complex 3D data, the intersection of the
CoV with the data could not be visible to collaborators because of data obfuscation or might be
fragmented and create visual clutter (e.g., as it is not a neat intersection between a cone and a
plane). Moreover, such clutter could be greater when one sees his CoV.
A further limitation is related to the number of users and therefore the number of visualised

CoV. Previous work by Nguyen and Duval [50] voices a concern related to the use of FoV frustum
by many collaborators, which working in narrow spaces may confuse users. In our study, we
highlight minor problems related to the CoV generating confusion or the other person’s CoV
overlapping/obscuring data (Sec 4.2.4). These minor problems could potentially get amplified as
the number of users increases. Further work could explore the use of CoV within a large group of
users, asynchronous tasks and the relationship between the layout and the CoV to understand how
generalisable it can be. Further work could also explore methods to mitigate CoV data overlap when
the number of users grows. Ultimately, future work could explore different methods to improve the
specificity of the CoV for the usage in low-cost headsets with no eye tracking.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we report on a within-group remote VR study exploring the role of FoV visualisation
in ICVEs. We developed CoV, a version of FoV visualisation tailored for 2D VR screens and directly
generated by visual attention data. We tested it in a VR virtual office ICVE with 20 participants in
the context of collaborative data exploration tasks over 2D visualisations of three datasets.
Our findings indicate that gaze awareness and frustum visualisation foster VR collaboration

during EDA tasks by increasing mutual awareness of visual focus. The general benefit of the CoV
consists of reducing the number of times when participants need to check each other embodiment
and evaluate the collaborator’s general direction of attention. Therefore, participants can keep their
attention on the visualised data. Our results also highlight how the proposed CoV supports two
collaborative phases in VR offices: such as shifts from independent to collaborative work, and aid
pacing of progression of EDA across the visualised data. These results extend those of prior work
[8, 59, 61] to a new and increasingly popular scenario (i.e. 2D data in VR offices).
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Moreover, we propose a novel condition that consists of the “self-CoV” visualisation. Such
condition results show an increment in visual coordination and, therefore, it performs better in our
scenario. Self-awareness of CoV increases confidence in the visual attention cue amplifying the
positive effects described. Our study extends the work of Jing et al. [39] by identifying the same
findings from gaze visualisation to FOV visualisations and by comparing mono-directional visual
cues to bi-directional visual cues.
Furthermore, our findings show that CoV complements laser pointing by exposing the gesture

pointer inside or outside the CoV beforehand and until the gestures’ completion, even without
verbal confirmation. Such exposure enables the gesture producer to evaluate if the observer can see
the performed gesture. This outcome extends previous work about deictic pointing in VR [81, 82].
Given the increasing popularity of ICVEs that use 2D content displayed on VR screens, we

hope this work will motivate the research community to study collaborative visual attention cues
specifically tailored for this type of 2D data in VR. We hope that this work will also encourage the
research community to investigate head-based visual attention cues for eye-tracker-less VR HMDs
or as a fallback method for eye-tracking failure.
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